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NONLINEAR PARABOLIC PROBLEMS IN THIN DOMAINS
WITH A HIGHLY OSCILLATORY BOUNDARY

JOSE M. ARRIETA!, ALEXANDRE N. CARVALHO? MARCONE C. PEREIRA?,
AND RICARDO P. SILVA*

ABSTRACT. In this paper we study the behavior of the solutions of nonlinear parabolic
problems posed in a domain that degenerates into a line segment (thin domain) which
has an oscillating boundary. We combine methods from linear homogenization theory for

reticulated structures and from the theory on nonlinear dynamics of dissipative systems to
obtainthe limit problem for the elliptic and parabolic problem and analyze the convergence
properties of the solutions and of the attractors of the evolutionary cquations.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we are interested in analyzing the asymptotic behavior of solutions of para-
bolic PDEs in a thin domain with a highly oscillatory behavior in its boundary, as depicted
in Figure 1.
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FicURE 1. Thin domain with a highly oscillatory boundary.

To state the problem, let g : R— R be a C!, L-periodic positive function (sec FIGURE 1)

with 0 < go < g(x) < gy for all z € R where g1 = max,ecr{g(z)} and consider the following
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bounded open set

Ré={(z,y) €eR* |x € and 0 <y < eg(z/e)} (1.1)

where € > 0 is arbitrary and I = (0,1). For sake of notation, let us denote the oscillatory
part of the boundary by 9,R® = {(z,e9(z/e)) : 0 < x < 1} the fived part of the boundary
by 8;R¢ = {(2,0)) : 0 < x < 1} and the lateral part of the boundary as 9,R° = {(0,y)) : 0 <
y < eg(0)}U{(1,y)): 0 <y<eg(l/e)}. If we need to distinguish between the two parts of
the lateral boundary (left and right) we will write 9yR® and 0, R°.

In the thin domain R¢ we consider the following semilinear parabolic evolution equation

wi — Aw + w= f(w) inR, t>0
ws 1.2)

=0 on dR"
(

ove

where v¢ is the unit outward normal to ORS, + is the outside normal derivative and the
function f : R — Ris a C>-function with bounded derivatives. Moreover, since we are
interested in the behavior of solutions as ¢ — oo and its behavior with respect to the small
parameter &, we will require that the solutions of (1.2) be bounded for large values of time. A
natural assumption to obtain this boundedness of the solutions is expressed in the following
dissipative condition

f(s)lim sup —= < 0. (1.3)
ls|—o0 8

Observe that the domain R€ shrinks in the vertical direction and it also has a very highly
oscillatory behavior at the top boundary. Moreover, the amplitude and period of the oscil-
lations are of the same order €, which also coincides with the order of thickness of the thin
domain. This scaling makes the problem very resonant and the determination of the limiting
problem not straight forward.

In order to analyze problem (1.2) and its related linear elliptic and parabolic problem we
first perform a simple change of variables which consists in stretching in the y-direction by

a factor of 1/e (that is, z; = 2, xo = y/e), transforming the domain R¢ into the domain

Qf = {(z1,22) ER? | 2; € I and 0 < x3 < g(z1/€)}.

By doing so, we obtain a domain which is not thin anymore although it presents very
highly oscillatory behavior (given by the fact that the upper boundary is the graph of the
function 2; — g(x1/€). Under this change of variables, equation (1.2) is transformed into

200 € 1 2,,€
wom TU _ LOW Le pu) in QQ t>0

0x, €2 Ors”
ee oo (1.4)

U uNi+—=—N;5=0 00°
0x, 1 €2 Oxo 2 on

where N¢ = (NZ, N§) is the outward normal to the boundary of Q°. Observe the factor 1/ £2

in front of the derivative in the zs direction which means a veryfast diffusion in the vertical
direction. In some sense, we have sustituted the thin domain R® with a non-thin domain ©°

but with a very strong diffusion mechanism in the xs-direction.
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Notice also that domain QF “converges” in certain sense to the rectangule Q = (0,1) x
(0,91) (where g; = max,er{g(z)}). Hence, we expect that equation (1.4) will converge in
certain sense to an equation posed in ©. But because of the presence of a very strong diffusion
mechanism in the zo-direction we expect the solutions of (1.4) to become homogeneous in the
zo-direction so that the limiting solution will not have a dependence in the zy direction and
therefore the limitting problem will be a one dimensional problem. This fact is in agreement
with the intuitive idea that an equation in a thin domain should approach an equation in a
line segment.

We start analyzing the behavior of the solutions of the linear elliptic problem associated
to (1.4), that is

us 1 0%us

0x1? €2 Oxy’

ou’ 1 Jus
€

Or; 1 0x,

+ut= f° inQ°
(1.5)

N;=0 on 0Q°

where we assume that f& € L*(Q°) and ||f¢||12s) < C, with C independent of e. As
mentioned above, we expect that the limiting problem is posed in €.

Since we need to compare functions in QF with functions in 2 we will need some extension
operators which will transform a function defined in ©° to functions defined in ©. We will

be able to construct an extension operator P. : H'(Q) — H'(Q), sce Section 3, and by

doing so, we show that the solution u® € H*(2) of the linear elliptic problem associated to
equation (1.4) satifies

Put — uy w— HY(Q)

where ug(z1, 22) = ug(21) is the unique solution of

— Qo Uogz + uo = fo in (0,1)
Efe

— EP (1.6)
uo(0) = up(1) = 0

¢ > 0 is the homogenization coefficient, which is obtained in a nontrivial way (see (4.38))
and fo is an appropriate limit of the sequence f° (sce (4.46)). We refer to Theorem 4.3 for

a complete statement on this result.
To pass to the limit from (1.5) to (1.6) we will use homogenization theory. First we

will formally obtain the equation through the multiple scale method (see Section 2), and
then, using the oscillating test function method of L. Tartar, we will rigorously prove the

convergence result, see Section 4

Let us remark that in our results we also obtain the convergence of resolvent operators
associated to problems (1.5) and (1.6), that is, looking at problem (1.5) as Acu = f¢ and
(1.6) as Agu = f° with an appropriate functional setting we also show the convergence of AZ?

to Ag' as operators, see Section 5. This in turn show that, among other things, the spectral
properties of A, converge to the spectral properties of A, and in particular, the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions of the operator A. converge to the cigenvalues and eigenfunctions of Ap.
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Once we have identified the homogenized operator we will consider the nonlinear evolution
problem associated to the homogenized linear elliptic operator,

(0) = u(1) = 0 0
and we will show that this problem is the homogenized nonlinear evolution problem. Actu-
ally, we will show that if C' > 0 is a positive constant and ¢. € L*(Q°) with [|¢f|| 20s) < C,
and if we denote by ¢¢ € L?(0,1), the averaged function of ¢° in the xp-direction, then if
uf (x1, x2, t) is the solution of (1.5) with initial condition ¢° and u(z1,t) is the solution of

(1.7) with initial condition ¢°, then for each 3 < 1, we have

| Pew® (+, 2) - u(t) || moo) < v(e)tTe, t>0,
where the function v(g) — 0 as € — 0+, (recall that P¢ is the extension operator mentioned
above). This shows the convergence of the nonlinear parabolic problems, see Section 6 for

an analysis on the lincar evolution problem and Section 7 for the nonlinear problem
Moreover we will show that the function v(g) depends only on C, that is, the convergence

is uniform for all ¢* € L*(9°) with [|¢f||12(qs) < C. This uniformity will allow us to analyze
the behavior of the asymptotic dynamics of equation (1.4) as the parameter € — 0. Hence, if
the nonlinearity f satisfies appropriate dissipative conditions, like (1.3), then both equations
(1.4) and (1.7) have attracrors A. C H'(Q°) Ay C H'(0,1) respectively. Recall that an
attractor is a compact invariant set which attracts all bounded sets of the phase space. It
contains all the assymptotic dynamics of the system and all global bounded solution will lie
in the attractor. We will show that the attractors are upper semicontinuous, in the sense
that the union of all the attractors is bounded and for each sequence w® € A, there exists
a subsequence and an element w® € Ag such that w® — w® in an appropriate way. As a
matter of fact we will show (sce also Section 7), that for any 8 <1,

sup inf {||P.p® — ola} | — 0, ase — 0.
EEA pEAD

In this paper we combine two different theories to be able to say something meaningful
about the behavior of a nonlinear parabolic equation and its asymptotic states in a thin
domain which presents a highly oscillatory behavior. On one hand homogenization theory,
specially the part related to reticulated structures, is needed to obtain the linear elliptic
limiting (homogenized) problem. We refer to [5, 25, 33] for a general introduction to the
theory of homogenization and to [10] for a general treatise on reticulated structures. On the
other hand we need to use concepts and techniques from the theory of dissipative systems
and attractors to be able to conclude the continuity of the attractors of the systems involved.
We refer to [16] for a general introduction and to [17, 23, 9, 12, 13, 22, 24] for more concrete
developments of nonlinear dynamics in thin domains (with no oscillating behavior). There

are not many results on the behavior of global attractors of dissipative evolutionary equations
under a perturbation related to homogenization. We would like to cite some of them: [6, 7,

14, 15].
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Oneof the key ingredients that will allow us to combine both theories in an effective way is
the fact that the convergence of the linear problems obtained in the theory of homogenization
is interpreted in terms of convergence of the resolvents of the linear operators involved, (see
26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 8] for a theory of convergence of operators and resolvent of operators and
its applications to elliptic and parabolic problems). This is translated to analyze the conver-
gence of the corresponding linear semigroups through the well known expresion of the linear
semigroup as an appropriate integral of the resolvent operators. Finally this information is
trasferred to the nonlinear dynamics trough the variation of constant formula. This method
has been applied to other situations (different from homogenization type problems) and it
has been proved to be succesful to study perturbation problems for nonlinear evolutionary
equations (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 21] etc.). In this paper, this technique is also proved to be valid
for perturbation problems related to homogenization.

2. THE MULTIPLE-SCALE METHOD

In this section we want to apply the method of multiple scales to obtain formally the limit
homogenized problem of

—Aw + w= f° in R°

ow .
(2.1)

IN 0 onodR

on the oscillating thin domain R¢ given by(1.1) with f¢ € L?*(R¢) satisfying

fll L2re) < C,

for some C' > 0 independent of e. Assume to simplify that the nonhomogencous term f€ is

given by
f€ = f satisfying f(z1,22) = f(z1)

for all z; € I and € > 0.
We look for a formal asymptotic expansion of the form

I, To rr, x I, Tog02

w(x, T2) = wo(Z1, Ta, —, —) + ew (z1, Ta, —, 2) + wy (wy, 9, —, =)
€’ € el € el €

But observe that the thin domain R¢ degenerates to aline segment when € — 0. This
suggests that w® tends not to depend on the “macroscopic” variable xo. Hence, we are
assuming that w; is an independent function of 2» and therefore we assume the asymptotics

TT TT T1 Tg
w(z1, T2) = wo(x1, — =) + ew (21, = — + wy (m1, — ~) +... (2.2)

We denote z = x1, y = x1/€, 2 = z2/€, and we observe that
0 1 0 1

— = 0, + —0y, — = —=0,.
0x, € ’ Odxry €

Let us denote by Y* the representative cell

Y*={(y,2) eR? : 0<y< Land 0<z<g(y)} (2.3)
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and we call By the lateral boundary, B; the upper boundary and Bj the lower boundary of
Y*. So that, 9Y* = By U B; U By. Also, we suppose w;(z,y, 2) defined for z € I = (0,1)
and (y, z) € Y*, L-periodic in the variable y.

Introducing the formal expansion (2.2) in the problem (2.1), we can obtain after some
calculations the following problems for the functions wy, wi, ws.

Ay,wo(z,y,2)=0 inY"
Ow
aN = V on By U By

wo(z,0,2) = woz, L,2) 2 € By.

where N is the unit outward normal to 9Y*.
Consequently, we have that wg(z,y, 2) = w(x).

Aywi(z,y, 2) =20,0,wy inY"
J'(y) dwg

oN & y,9(y)) =JitGW) dz
Jw;
aN (& 9,0) =0 on Bs

wy(z,0,2) = wi(z,L,2) z€ By.

n B,

Thus, taking into account 9,0,wo = 0 and denoting for X(y, z) the solution of

A, X(y,2)=0 inY~"

0X _ 9)— ———2 onbBan9) =e)
Sw.) =0 on By

X(0,2z) = X(L,z) zE€ By,

dwg
we have that wy (z,y, 2) = —X(y, 2)—— (2).

As for ws, it should satisfy

—A, w(x, Y, 2) = f(x) — woz) + 20:0,w1 (x,y, 2) + Oiwp(z) in Y*

Buy, dw) dwan (© 9W)=—= oni (z,9,9(y))

202 (9,0) =0 on By

wa(z,0,2) = waz, L,2) 2 € By

on B;
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or equivalently
2

—ywa(w,9,2) = F(z) — un(z) + (1- 20,X(y, 2) T(z) in"
221,90)=~~X (4,0) SR) on By
oN I+ GW) (24)

ws
aN BYy,0)=0 on By

wo(z,0,2) = wa(z,L,2) 2 € By.

Since ws is a solution of (2.4), it follows from the Fredholm Alternative that
2

0 = | 60) {70 - wale) + (1 ~ 20,0.) Ge)pi
ws+ d(x) == dS. 2.5|sw (25)

for all test function ¢(z,y, 2) = ¢(z). On the other hand,

d* Wo ;

d? Wo 1

[so GR@axi: = | o@GRE@VX 02) (

o )dude

_ dw
— aEps—— (xz) X N1 dS

_ Ows
BN f°Te

Replacing this expression in (2.5), we get

d*wg
0= | o(a) {#(e) — wola) + (1 = 8,X (5,2) Gog @) pyd= (26)

for any function ¢ defined in I.
Thus, since X depends only onthe variables y and z, we can conclude that wo must satisfy

ALLIS + wo(z) = f(z), z€(0,1) (2.7)
wp(0) = wp(1) = 0

where
1 0X

= — - = dydz.

This second-order differential equation in wy defined on the interval I is called the homog-
enized equation of the problem (2.1).
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3. EXTENSION OPERATOR

In this section we are going to construct an extension operator that will be very important
in the proof of the general result in the following sections. Hence, let us consider the following

open sets:
0 = {(z1, 22) c R? rr €1 and 0 < 29 < G1}

Of = {(z1,22) € R? | 2; € I and 0 < 25 < G(z1)}

where I C Ris an open interval, G, : I — Ris a Cl-function satisfying 0 < Go < G(x) < Gy

for all  € I and € > 0. Notice that O° C O.

Lemma 3.1. With the notation above, there exists an extension operator

P. € L(LP(O%), LP(0)) N LWP (0), WHP(0)) N LW" (0%), Wy(0)
(where Wy? is the set of functions in WP which are zero in the lateral boundary 9;) and a
constant K independent of € and p such that

IPepll rio) < K [loll zoo)
0 €te LP(OI LP(OF) | 52 pion) (3.1)

5p,
or LP(O ns Lp(0F)

for all p € WHP(O¢) where 1 < p < co and

n(e) = sup{|Ge(2)[}-
zel

Proof. Observe first that the set O° = (0,1) x (0, Gp) C O° forall e. Hence, if we have that
G1 < 2G, which implies that G.(z1) < 2G, we can define the operator:

p(z1, 72) (21,29) € O°
P.p)(z1, x2) =(Pep) (@1, 2) { (wn. 2C(x) — 22) (21,22) € OJ OF.

Observe that this operator is obtained through a “reflection” procedure in the z5 direction
along the oscillating boundary. It is straigth forward to check that this operator satisfies
(3.1).

If we are in the case where G; > 2G), we will need to extend first the function ¢|po in
the direction of negative x5, with a finite number of successive reflections. That is, if pg is

defined in ©¢ then we extend gg to the set (0,1) x (—Go, 0) with the reflecting along the line

x9 = 0. This produces the function

(20,2) = wo(21, 22),  (%1,%2) with 0 < 23 < Ge(1)
P1(T1, T2 wo(z1, —T2), (1,22) with — Gp < z2 <0.

We can continue producing these reflections inductively as follows

On_1(z1, m2), (z1,22) with — (n —1)Go < 22 < Ge(z1)
on (71,72) { ne1(z1, —22 — 2(n—1)Go), (z1,m2) with —nGo < 22 < —(n—1)Go
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Choosing n large enough so that nGy > G, constructing ¢, and applying to ¢, the
procedure by reflection in the zo direction along the oscillating boundary, we obtain the
extension operator P. which satisfies (3.1). a
Remark 3.2. 1) This operator preserves periodicity in the x; variable. That is, if the
function ©. is periodic in xy, then the extended function P.p. is also periodic in x.

2) This result can be applied to the case G.(x) = G(x) independent of €. In particular, we
can apply the extension operator to the basic cell.

Remark 3.3. If we denote by ||| - ||| the norm

+ (+20)LP (OF) (1+ 0s
for all uw € WP(OF°), then we obtain that the extension operator P. must satisfy

1Palllwinoy < Kllulllwroon
with K a constant independent of €. Note that the norm ||| - |||w1roc) is equivalent to the
usual one.

ely = ellison +| ion

4. CONVERGENCE THEOREM FOR THE HOMOGENIZED LIMIT

In this section we use the technique of oscillating test functions of L. Tartar, see Tartar
[31] [32] and Cioranescu & Saint Jean Paulin [10] to prove a convergence theorem for the
solutions w® of the problem (2.1). We will consider the case where the whole boundary has
a Neumann type condition. We will also indicate how to proceed under other boundary
conditions.

To study the convergence of (2.1) on the thin oscillating domain R¢, with Neumann bound-
ary conditions in the lateral boundary, we consider the change of variables stated in the
introduction which transforms problem (2.1)into the equivalent linear elliptic problem

2 € 1 52 €

Fw 10ep ma0x, € Oza (4 1)
ous 1 Jus——N;=0 00°
Ox, ! v=

€2 Oxy 2 on

on the open bounded oscillating domain 2° C © given by

Qf = {(z1,22) €ER* | zy € I and 0 < x9 < g(z1/€)} (4.2)

with
Q={(z1,22) ER? |z; €Tand 0 < 25 < g1 }

and f¢ € L*(Q°) with || f*||2(es) < C, with C independentof ¢.
The variational formulation of (4.1) is the following: find u® € H*(Q¢) such that

| 5ot Ln “¢ bdadas = fpdaydzs, Yo € HQ). (4.3)
€ Qe0x, Oz, TF Oxo Ox
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Taking ¢ = u¢ in (4.3), we get the following apriori estimates for u®

JT [ul Zz ge) < FEN z2e lull ze. (4.4)Jo]L2(Qe) +25]L2(Q

Now, consider the representative cell Y* defined in (2.3)

Y*={(y1,12) €R* : 0<y; < Land 0<y, <g(y)}
and let x be its characteristic function. We extend x periodically on the variable y; € R and
denote this extension again by x.

If we denote by x¢ the characteristic function of the set Qf, we casily see that
xT

x (21,22) = x(— 22), for (1,22) € QF (4.5)

Let us also consider the following families of isomorphisms Tj : Aj, — Y given by
x; —ekL

Ti (1, 22) = (———
c

; T2) (4.6)

where
AS = {(21,29) €R?* | kL < zy <eL(k+1) and 0 < 23 < g1}

Y= (0,L) X (0,91)

with k € N satisfying 0 < k < |I|/(eL).
Let us consider the following auxiliary problem given by

-AX=0inY"
0X
IN =0on By

0X dy)— =—-————"—"onkB 4.7ON~l+gwR (1)
X(0,y2) = X(L,y2) on By

Y*

where By is the lateral boundary, Bj is the upper boundary and Bj is the lower boundary
of oY™.

Taking the isomorphism (4.6) and the extension operator

Pe L(HNY™),H'(Y)) NLL (Y™), LX(Y))

defined by Lemma 3.1 with G.(z1) = g(1) independent of € and Y= (0, L) x (0, g1), see
Remark 3.2, we define wf in (1,22) € Aj, by

wi(z1, 22) = T1— (PX 0 Ti (21,22)

= I — (PREZ, 2).€

Observe that for any (1,2) € QF there exists k such that (x1, 7) € Aj. Therefore, the
function w® defined by w(x, 22) = wi(z1, 22) is well defined and w* € HI(Q).
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We introduce now the vector n¢ = (15,15) defined by
ow®

ni (1, 2) = oz. (21,22), (@1,%2) € O°". (4.8)

Since en — a and — 5 we have that

. 0X x, —€kL 0X x;gin, dg)=1-ae 0%) =1- age") =m (y1, Y2);

0X x1 —ekL 0X x;
ns(z1, 22) == Bus = Tl — “ne, L2 ) = n2(Y1, Yo)

for (y1,ye) = (B=%E 25) € Y* and (21,72) € Q°. We note that n; is a periodic function on
the variable y; and nf (21, 22) = mi(=, 22) for 1 = 1,2.

It follows from definition of X that the functions nj and 75 satisfy
ong Lb msBe 0 < ()¢
Ox; € 0x

Hm

1 5my + 2mlVz == 0 on (@,9(2)) (4.9)
1

nN; + 2m = 0 on (z1,0)

n°(0, x9) = n°(1, 22) for 0 < x2 < g(0)

where

tol

q'( ) € IN¢=(N;,N;) = -
3 on (r1,9| —(Ni, M2) (-Peee (9(%)

N¢ = (0,-1) on (1,0)
with z; € I. In fact, by (4.7) we have

Oni 1 Ins 0’°X x 0?X x; .= = zy 1 _ ioxy
+ 2 Oz, <r (

c
, Tg) + 9.2 =

22) 0 in

g(2)(1- (2,2)+ 55 (2,22)

ET gE)
2) + {5(Bm) 5 (2 a) (0B) 1)

1
HENS + SENS =

tg {T°
x =]g(%) - ty] +92)?= Zr o@) =0

€

on (x1, g(2)) and

€
1

€niNT + 2M =(1
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Therefore, multiplying (4.9) by a test function ¢ € H'(Q) with ¢ = 0 in neighborhood of
the lateral boundaries and integrating by parts, we obtain

_ ons 1 0ns CL0 = | $ (52 T
€2 Ja anyday

€ NTE

1
€ NTE

dp ¢
1 dp- J ? (ri ’ is)- /, 5"TE On) dada

! dp 0p
= ENE + Co ENE ds _ E = . d droan? tra ) A (52neT5) nee

dp 1 0p
= o- | (22 Th+=25,221) dads

9 10| (nize + haps) dz1dzs = 0 (4.10)

Let ¢ = ¢(21) € C°(0,1) and considering the test function ¢ = ¢ w* in (4.3) and in (4.10),
we obtain

That is

f5(¢ wf)dz1dxs
Qe

u® 0 lou 9|{mame + ag, BgP+ wi o w°)) pido
ut 0

ow 10u 9
Bb |{5am agg@)telge ) dorday

0 0
— [[{igo w) + gig (ou) fazids

— | {2 99ps QuOw + 1 9u 0w* h + ow’- Oxy 0x1 Oxy 0x4 & 0x9 0x9 pT
L000 out 1

CY — Th 92." -a (4.11)

Using that nf = er we cancel the appropriate terms and obtain

Ou’ 99 € 09 € E € oo/ ra Migu+ up }doide; = | Foudnd, ¥o € GF (0,1) (4.12)

On the other hand, we have obtained before the weak formulation of the problem (4.3),
that is

| {2de 1 duOp
oxy 92, +2 Oza zo

Now we need to pass to the limit in (4.12) and (4.13). In order to accomplish this we
need to write both expressions as integrals in the same domain. For this, we will use the
extension P. constructed in Lemma 3.1, the standard extension by zero, that we denote by

~ and the characteristic function x of Q° as follows:

+u“p bdardas = feodzidzy, Yo € H (QF). (4.13)
Qe
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/ {2 dy wt — 200 Pu + XP (u)p uwfdas
Q 0x, 0x ox;

(4.14)

= / X° ffowidridz,, Vo € C5°(0,1)
Q

[{2E20 separa dzy = / XS fepdzidzy, Yo € H(0,1) (4.15)
Q Ox, 0x ‘ La

Q
1ax2, VY 5

ale .

Observe that in this last equality we have taken ¢ € H'(0,1) and the term including partial
derivatives with respect to xo do not appear.

We want to pass to the limit in the expressions above, (4.14) and (4.15) . In order to
accomplish this, we pass to the limit in the different functions that form the integrands.

(a). Limit of x..
From (4.5), we have

L

Observe that the limit 8 does not dependent on the variable x; and we can get the areca
of the open set Y* with the formula

&— 1 k
* oox(a) = (22) -1 X(s,22)ds  w” — L=(I), Va € (0,91). (4.16)

0

Lf” 0(s)dzs = |Y*|. (4.17)

Also, from (4.16) we have that

Hs) = [olan {x“(@1,22) — (a2) } dz; —0ase—0

a.c. To € (0,¢;) and for all p € L'(Q). So, due to

/ (x1, 2) {x(a Tg) — 0x2)| dr dey = I H¢(z9)dz
Q 0

and |H(z2)| < [etn zae,
we can get by Lebesgue’s Dominated Convergence Theorem that

20 wr — L=(Q). (4.18)

(b). Limit in the tilde functions
Since || f¢||£2(q) is uniformly bounded, we get from (4.4) that there exists M independent

of € such that
dus
Ora

~ ous
€ alu 22; | ox,

< Mfor all € > 0. (4.19)
L2(Q)

1
and |L2() €
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ous
Then, we can extract asubsequence, still denoted by wu, oar and ] such that

ut — ut w— L*(Q)

due
* 2

OU 0 s—I2(Q)
Oza

as € — 0 for some u* and &* € L*(Q).
Moreover, since || f¢]|r2e) < C independent of €, we have || fz) < C and therefore,

the function f¢ defined by

91
5 - g(z1/e)

Fa) = fe(zy, x9)dxs = / fe (x1, zo)das (4.21)
JO0

satisfies that f¢ € L*(0,1). Hence, via subsequences, we have the existence of a function

f = f(x) € L*(0,1) such that

fem fo w—-L%0,1) (4.22)

Remark 4.1. Observe that in the case where f&(x1, 22) = f(x1) then

% 9 ||fay = (| 6@dss) f(a) = = flan)
0

where we have used (4.17).

(c). Limit in the extended functions
Using priori estimate (4.4), the fact that u® € H'(Q°) and using the results from Lemma

3.1 on the extension operator P. we get that
OP,.uf

0x1

1 0P.uc
and — |

L2(Q) ell Oxo
< M for all € > 0 (4.23)

L2(Q)Pll aco|
where M is a positive constant independent of € given by estimate (4.19) and Lemma 3.1.
Then, we can extract a subsequence, still denoted by Pu and a function ug € H 1(Q), such
that

Pau‘ — uy w— H'Y(Q)

Put — ug s— L*(Q)

AP.uf

2
A consequence of the limits (4.24) is that ug(z1, 22) = ug(z1) on 2. More precisely,

(4.24)

and —0 s-—L*Q).

C0 12) = 0 ac. © (4.25)
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In fact, for all ¢ € C§°(€2), we have by (4.24) that

[wo dod = ing [ Pout 5 dards
Q To Q€— Os

OP.uf
= —i < dxidzs = 0.pr Oz Par;adrs

In particular, we may consider that the function ug € H'(0, 1).

Also, we note that u¢ = x Pu¢ a.c. Q. Thus, it follows from (4.18), (4.20) and (4.24) that
we have the following relationship between u* and ug

u (21,9) = O(x2) up(z1) ac. Q. (4.26)

(d). Limit in w®.

With the definition of w®, we have

/ we — 21 [dards = / E|(PX) (yr, v2) Pdyrdys <|CX (yr, y2) Pdyrdye
A y Y*

and so,
=/ wt — 21 |*dzr1dzs ~ > CE X (y1, v2) [Pdyrdys

Q k=1"Y"

~ € C|X (y1, v2) 2 dyr dys —0ase— 0.
Y*

Similarly,
0 i / (PX) 2

— (Wf — 21)|dz1dz2 = ; edy,d/. Ba, 1) 14T2 A Em (1 Ya) Y1ay2

0X 2

< —— dy, d= ef. gle (1,92) Yy1ay2

and
0 2 O(PX 2/ —— (W = 1)|dzidzy, = / e

)
(41,10) edydys

As Oxy Y Oya

IN
0X 2ef Clam) dy dys.

Y* Y2

Also, we have

d 2 & / dX )— (Wf == doydzs ~ Ce|— (ya,

dy, dla | 142 2 Jy. 5 (y1, y2)|"dy1 dy

_10X 2

~ |65m) dy1dys
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for all € > 0 and
0 2 10X 2/ |= (Ww — 21)|dordzy < ef Clo wr, w2)| dy1dys — 0 as € — 0.

qo 10x) Y* ya
Then, we can conclude

wt — 2; s—L*Q) and w— H'(Q) (4.27)

with utw
— — LEIos 0 s (Q)

(e). Limit of 7}
Let 77€ = n°x¢ be the extension by zero of the vector 7 to the whole Q. Clearly, we may

extend 7¢ = n°x¢ periodically on R x (0,¢1). So, 75(21, 22) = M(%, 22) and we can obtain
by the Average Theorem that

1
Te (21, 09) — 7 (1 = yr (5:0), 22) = g(zs) w*— LW). (4.28)

where y is the characteristic function of Y™*.

Hence, arguing as (4.18) we can prove
mn —q w — LQ). (4.29)

Now, by the convergences shown in (a)-(e) above, we can pass to the limit in (4.14) and
in (4.15). We obtain

an? ./ {est —Uo — poini = / f(z1) (x1) x1d2y, Vo € C5°(0,1)

Observe that2oo Ex 5m2 + &*¢. Consequently, we have

, 0 . 09 FA{¢ — (px) —0& — gm uo + Bugz dude = Flan) dla) wade (4.30)
Q ox, Ox; 0

for all ¢ € C5°(0,1). From (4.15), we get

* 1% ta 1/ {¢ — + Guo J dodo = fod, Vo € H*(0,1). (4.31)
0 ory 0

In particular, via iterated integration and (4.17), we get

/ {
an

£* (21, w2)des) dp (x1) 4 Pw (w)ptan Jaa
0 0 .

0x,

-/ f)e(@)de, Vee H'(0,1)
(4.32)

Taking © = ¢z; in (4.31), we get
0RG5 (62) + Bugdads = [ ford. (4.33)
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Hence, it follows from (4.30) and (4.33) that, for all ¢ € C§°(0,1),

0- [ {oe +aunfds = | {o€ eR (4.34)

where we have performed an integration by parts to obtain the last integral. Hence, if we
define

, 1 1 0X= ds = — l—— :q / q(s)ds 7 /. { 9, (31,92) } dy1dy» (4.35)

and performing an iterated integration in (4.34) we obtain
1 g1 .

[ote[ € (wy des — 79Yao 0, oe C0.)
which implies that

0I (x1, xo)dzo = 2), a.e. £1 € (0,1) (4.36)
€

Plugging this last equality in (4.32) we get
V oug 0p |Y] / A :dy = dz, V H*(0,1 4.37990m 7 Uopdn fe x1, YeeH(0,1) (4.37)

Hence, if we define qo = werd that is,

1 0X
qo = wv Jy

{1 = pa) dydys (4.38)

and also ifo(z1) = Fp!(@) (4.39)

we get from (4.37)
1/ (a0 Duy Dp + up))doy = / fopdzy, Vee HY0,1) (4.40)

0 9x, dx,Ty

which is the weak formulation of

—qo Upgz + Uo = fo in (0, 1)
, oy _

(4.41)
up(0) = up(1) = 0

Remark 4.2. Observe that, in relation with Remark (4.1), we have that if originally the

nonhomogeneous term f does not deppend on x3, that is, f(x1,22) = f(z) then with the
definition of fo, see (4.39), and with (4.17), we have

L L |Y¥|
fo(x1) = vl fz) = ve

= [ote f(z1)ds = YL f(z1) = f(z).

Hence, equation (4.41) is in agreement with the one found via the method of Multiple Scales

in Section 2.
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We show now that as a matter of fact, problem (4.41) is well posed in the sense that the
diffusion coefficient go > 0. For this, we use the variational formulation of the auxiliary
problem (4.7), that is, the elliptic bilinear form

b:H, x H.— RR: (¢,p) — /. Vo Vdy dys

where

H.= {pe H(Y")] /. ¢dyrdys = 0 and ¢(0, ya) = ¢(L,y2) with 0 < ya < g(0)}.

So, for all ¢ € H, we obtain that X satisfies
qb(x,6) = — | —A=sds.

B; 1 + q'
Recall that Bj is the upper boundary of the basic, cell, that is, By = {(y1,72) € R*|0 <
yp < Land yo = g(y1)} C 9Y™*. Consequently, y; — X satisfies

by — X, 6) = Nias + |BBy

q—9_$dS=0 (4.42)
1 V 14+ q'?

for all ¢ € H, where the normal vector N on Bj is given by N = (Ny, Np) = TE Also,
9

we have by (4.38)

. 9 0
w|Y| = (1 — X) 72 dyrdys = / V(y1 — X) - Vyr dy, dy,

Y * Oy Oy Y*

Hence, due to relation (4.42) with ¢ = —X and identity (4.43), we get
Q@|Y"] = bys — X, 1) + b(y1 — X, —X)=by1 — X,;n — X) >0. (4.44)

Thus, since |Y*| > 0 we have that go > 0 and the problem above is well posed. In particular
up is the unique solution of problem (4.41).

So, we may summarize in the following theorem the results from this section:

Theorem 4.3. Let u¢ be the solution of (4.1) with f& € L*(Q°) and || f*|| 2s) < C with C
independent of the parameter €. Then,

i) If we have a sequence € — 0 such that

. g(z1/e) .Fo= [7 Feaf0, w=
then

Pau — uy w— HQ) (4.45)

where P. € L(L*(Q), L*(Q)) N L(HY (QF), H}(Q)) is the extension operator constructed in
Lemma 8.1 (with Or = Q. and O = Q) and up(21, To) = uo(z1) for all (x1,%2) € 2 is the

unique solution of
—qp Uoze + Up = in (0,1qo Uo 0o= fo (0,1)

(4.46)
(0) = up(1) = 0
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with qo > 0 is given by (4.38) and fo(-) = wf):
ii) For any sequence € — 0, we have another subsequence, still denoted by € — 0, such that
the functions f¢(-) = f(-) w-L*(0,1) for some function f. In particular, for this subsequence
we have the results from i).

Remark 4.4. i) The extension operator P. in (4.45) does not need to be exactly the one
constructed in Lemma 3.1. We just need that P. satisfies (3.1) with O. = Q. and O = (0.

i) The convergence in (4.45) implies that Pou, — ug s-H*(Q) for all 0 < a <1.

5. CONVERGENCE OF RESOLVENT

In this section we consider the problems (4.1) and (4.41) inits abstract form and showed

that under a proper notion of convergence, solution of (4.1) converges to solution of (4.41)

as ¢ — 0. This brings us to the concept of compact convergence developed in the works

(26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. See also [1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 24] for applications to concrete perturbation
problems. For this, let {L}c>o be a family of Hilbert spaces defined by L. = L*(Q) with
the canonical inner product

(1,0) = / u(z)v(z) dz

and let Lo = L2(I) be the limiting Hilbert space with the inner product (-,-)o given by
1

(1, 0)10 = lg) | ulo)o(o) do
0

where

uo) =| ots)ds

We can write (4.1) as an abstract equation Au = f¢, where A, : D(A.) C L*(Q°) — L2(2)
is the self adjoint, positive linear operator with compact resolvent defined by

1
D(A.) = {u € HQ) |

Ou ne + LO oe = 0 on 90°}0x €2 0x
0*u 1 d%*u

(5.1)

Au=— +u u€ DA).Ox,
Bh e O52

Similarly, we associate the limit problem (4.41) to the limit linear operator Ag : D(Ao) C
Lo — Lg) defined by

D(Ao) = {u € H*(I)|v/(0) = (1) = 0}
5:2

Ao = —(o Ugyzy, + uu € D(A)
(5:2)

where gq is the positive constant given in (4.38). Clearly, Ag is a positive self adjoint operator
with compact resolvent.

In order to simplify the writing, we denote by Lthe fractional power scale associated to
operators A. with 0 <a < land 0 <e< 1. We also will write L. := L? for all 0 < e < 1.
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1
Observe that LZ is the Sobolev Space H'(¢) with equivalent norm

ou 1] Ou

€0x1 Oxlull 3 = + fully, -

Le L

Remark 5.1. It follows from Remark 3.3 that the extension operators P. € Lz, H'(Q))
N L(Le, L*(Q)) are uniform bounded in €. Therefore we obtain by interpolation

1

sup | PellLe,120) < 09, 0 <a< 7°
0<e<1 Z

In the previous section we have passed to limit in the variational formulation of the
problem (4.1) as € — 0 getting the limit equation (4.41). Here, we apply the concept of

compact convergence to obtain convergence properties of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
when the oscillating domain degenerates to a line segment. See [1], [4] and [8] for others
examples.

To this end, let E, : Ly — L, be a family of linear continuous operator given by

(Eu)(x1, 22) = u(x) on Q° (5.3)

for u € Ly. Since

| Ecul 2 = / u?(2,) dzydxs
Qe

1 rg(zr/e)

= / / u?(z1) dxodzy
0 JO

_ |ram
=P ¢[ toas) ([wean) = |lullZ,,

| Ecul

Similarly, we can consider E. : L} — I Considering in I the equivalent norm lulls _
| — qotaya; + lle, We obtain that

we have that
r. — |lullL, as e — 0.

| Eeullzy — lull: (5.4)

Also
sup {|| Bell c(zo,L)s | Bell ora, cy} < o0- (5.5)

0<e<1

Also, we can obtain by interpolation that
C = Cla) =sup||Eellcg Ley <oo for0 <a <1.

For more details see [24].
Let us consider the following concepts of convergence, compactness and compact conver-

gence of operators associated to the family of operators {Ec} eso
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Definition 5.2. We say that a sequence of elements {u}eso with u® € L, is E-convergent
tou € Lg if ||u¢ — Euf||L. — 0 as e = 0. We write uf Zu,
Definition 5.3. A sequence {u,}nen with u, € Le, is said to be E-precompact if for any
subsequence {us} there exist a subsequence {u,»} and u € Lo such that uw,» E wasn” — co.
A family {uc} cso is said pre-compact if each sequence {ue}, with ¢, — 0, is pre-compact.

Definition 5.4. We say that a family of operators {B. € L(L.)|e > 0} E-converges to

B € L(Ly) ase — 0, if B.f€ & Bf whenever f€ = f € Ly. We write B. £2 B.

Definition 5.5. We say that a family of compact operators {B. € L(L.) |e > 0} converges
compactly to a compact operator B € L(Lo) if for any family {f}eso with ||fl. < 1, we

have that the family {B.f} is E-precompact and B. EE B. We write B.S B.

The following corollary is a key result to prove that the spectrum of A. approaches the
spectrum of Ag as € goes to zero.

Corollary 5.6. The family of compact operators {AZ € L(L¢)}eso converges compactly to
the compact operator Ay" € L(Lo) as e — 0.

Proof. Take {f¢}eso with ||f€|l.. < 1 and define u¢ = A7'f¢. Thus Auf = f¢ and ue

satisfies the problem (4.1). Hence, it follows from Theorem 4.3 that there exist fo € Lo

and ug € H*(Q) such that Pu® — ug in H'(Q) with ug(x1, 22) = uo(z1) a.c. QQ satisfying
Aoug = fo, where P. is the extension operator given by Lemma 3.1 . So, we can conclude
from the inequality

[uf - Eu] Le = | (Peu - up) alle < [| Pen — uo £20)

that ut = ug proving that the family {u = AZ! f}cs0 is E-precompact.
Now, let us show that AZ? = Ag'. To do this, we will assume

2 fo (5.6)

Therefore there exists a positive constant C, independent of €, such that IFro <C.
Following (4.21) and (4.22) we conclude by Theorem 4.3 that AZ! f¢ — Ag ! fo, which proves
the result. a

Let us consider the operator M, : LP(Q€) — LP(0,1), 1 < p < oo, given by
g(z1/€)

(MY) = / Flay, z)des we (0,1). (5.7)

It is easy to see, from Fubini-Tonelli Theorem and Holder Inequality, that M, is a well-

defined bounded linear operator with || Me f¢||zr0,1) < BT TPN Fel Lo (ey. In particular we

have that
Le-

L
&| Mef€llLo < vl Vig 91 11 f€

A similar operator was considered in [2, 3]. Observe that M, is a multiple of operator f
defined by (4.21).

In this setting we point out to the Theorem 4.3 to prove:
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Lemma 5.7. Let {f} C L. a sequence and suppose || f€|
of €. Then there exists a subsequence such that

|AZ fe — BE. AGM fé||z. — 0 as e — 0.

Proof. We have M.f¢ — fo w-L?(0,1), where fo is like in the Theorem 4.3. Again from
Theorem 4.3, PAZ! f¢ — Aj! fo s-L*(Q). The continuity of Ag" implies the result. 0

L. < C, for some C independent

Now, we estimate the difference of the resolvent operators in the following way.

Corollary 5.8. There exist ¢g > 0 and a function v : (0,€) — RT with v(e) — 0 ase — 0

such that
IAT = ELAS Mle) < v(e) Vee (0,6).

Proof. We prove this result by contradiction. For this, suppose there exist a § > 0 and
sequences {€, }nen C RY and {f"}nen C Le, with ||f*||z., = 1 with €, — 0 and

JAf= Bo, Ay Me, f™ Le, = 0

as n — oo. From the Lemma 5.7 there exists a subsequence satisfying that ||AZ'f" —

BE. A3'M,, f*||r., = 0 which give us a contradiction and completes the proof. Od

Due to Corollary 5.6, we have that the operators A, satisfy the following hypotheses

(H1) A,is closed, has compact resolvent, 0 € p(A.), € € [0,1] and A? «< Al.
We already know that the spectrum of A, or Ag consists of isolated eigenvalues only. Let us

consider an isolated point Ag € (Ag) and associate its generalized eigenspace W (Ao, Ag) =
QA, Ap) Lo, where

1

Qo, 40) = 5 | (67 — Ao).
Ss = {& € C||€ = Xo| = 8} and 4 is chosen so small that there is not other point o(Ao) in the
disc {€ € C||€=Xo| < 6}. By hypotheses (H1) and [2, Lemma 4.9] we have there exists €g > 0

such that p(A.) D Ss for all € € (0,€). Thus, we can denote by W (Ao, Ac) = Q(o, Ac) Le

where
1

Qo, Al) = — (61 — A)tde.271

Consequently, we obtain from [2, Lemma4.10] the next result about the spectrum conver-

gence of the operator A.
Theorem 5.9. Let A, and Ag as above. Then, the following statements holds:

(i) For any Ao € o(Ay), there is a sequence Ac € o(A.), such that Ac = Xo as € — 0.

(ii) If Ae — Xo, with Ac € 0A), then Xo € o(Ay).
(iii) There is eg > 0 such that dim W(Xo, Ac) = dim W (Xo, Ag) for all 0 < € < 0.
(iv) For any u € W (Ao, Ao), there is a sequence u‘ € W (ho, Ae), such that u® Eu.
(v) If uc € W(ho, Ac) satisfies |u|, = 1, then {u‘} has an E-convergent subsequence

and any limit point of this sequence belongs to W(Xo, Ao).
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6. CONVERGENCE OF LINEAR SEMIGROUPS

In this section we study the convergence properties of the linear semigroups generated by
the operators A. and Ay considered in the last section.

Using standard arguments, we can sce that there exists ¢g > 0 such that the numerical
range of the operators —A, are contained in (—oco, —1] C C for all € € (0, ¢). So, it follows
from [20, Theorem 3.9 p.12] that there exists constants M and § < ¢ < m, independent of €,

such that
M

lw +1
where ¥_1 4 = {pu € C: 0 < |arg(n + 1)| < ¢}. Here, we are replacing Le by Lo as € = 0.

Consequently the operators Ae, € € [0, €], are sectorial operators with uniform estimates in

¢ of the resolvent (pn — A)! on the sector X_1 ;_4.
We recall that if A € p(Ag), we can choose € > 0 such that A € p(A,) for all 0 < € < €.

So, we can apply [4, Lemma 3.5] with V, = A to obtain the relationship

(A=A) = E(\— Ao) 'M, =
= [T= A) — A)" Y[EAFM, — ATVI = AB(A — Ao) ML).

It follows from (6.1) that

H+ A) lea < Vie Xorg (6.1)

1 = AA = A)Mewo 1+ M

11 - AE(A - Ao) Mell g(r.) 5 1+ | Ell [| M]| M.

Consequently, due to Corollary 5.8, we have there exists a function v : (0, €) — R*, v(e) — 0

as € — 0, such that
IA = A)= Ee(A = Ao)" Mell czy < v6): (6.2)

Also if {e74<! : t > 0} denote the exponentially decaying analytic semigroup in L. generated
by A., then we obtain from [18, Theorem 1.3.4] that for any 0 < w < 1, there exists a
constant p = p(w), independent of €, such that

le|| cee, Le) pte forallt>0, 0<a<land 0<e< 6. (6.3)

The continuity of resolvent operators allow us to obtain the continuity of linear semigroups.

Theorem 6.1. Suppose 0 < a < 5. Then there exists a function vq : (0,60) — RT,

Va (€) 90, such that

[le At — EeM||c(Lo.1o) < va(e)e>t for allt > 0.

Consequently there exists a constant K independent of € such that

[| Poe™ At — eA M,|| (12 (00), 120 (0) < Kva(€)e™t%™" for all t > 0.

Proof. Since the operators Aarc sectorial, we have forw <1,
1 _=[er +o+ A. —a) dp

2mi
Jr

(mA_
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where T' is the boundary of $_;4 = {1 € C : |arg(p + 1)| < ¢} with Z > ¢ > 7 oriented in
such a way that the imaginary part of pu increases as po runs T.

We change variables p+ @ — p and we denote B, := A, —w. Our aim is to estimate the
difference

27lle” Pu’ — Eee”Meu ro = /(p+ Be) "uf — Ee(p + Bo)” Meu]du (6.4)

Io Le

where I'y is the boundary of Yq 4.
M

It follows from (6.1) that ||(4 + Be) ||zt) < Ti for all © € Ty and € € [0, ¢9]. Therefore
L

tx _ . M + ||E||||M.e+ Bw — E+ Bo) Mal, < Hy,M
< lll. (6.5)ll

Also we have

IBe(p + Be) ule. = (I = pp + Be) ull.
< lle, + ulll(e + B)™ uel,
< (1+ M)|uL.-

Consequently, we obtain from moment’s inequality
3

~1, €||3(+ Be) Mull y < Mn+ Be) MulIZ, I1(n + Be) "ull,
M3

<—(1+ M)2 ju.plz
Let us observe that for u€ € L,

1

|BEe(p + By YMeu||z. = | Be(n + Bg) Meus]
< 91k + By) Meum oy

1

= 6"%11Bg (n+ By") Mew co
M1/21/2 €

= 91
| u|1/2

[| Me] [Ju lz.
So we can conclude that

M.
(se + Be) ™ uf — E(u + Bo)™ Meu] < 1 [lw c.- (6.6)

Let us call z = (p+ Be) 'u¢ — E(u + Boy) ~* Mu. Using the moment’s inequality again,
we obtain

J, (6.7)Ieee < Malla!
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Hence, due to estimates (6.6), (6.5) and (6.2) we get

My v(e)1—2e)

|p
With the change of variables 5 = ut in (6.4) we have the equivalent integral

(+ B)™" = Ee(p + Bo) Mell zr. ey < (6.8)

Je (3 +B) Bau—E. (Bt+ By)” ul v
To Le

Now,it follows from (6.8) that

NB _ M (1-2a)
I (pt! + B.)

! uf — E, (Bt! + Bo)
! Muf|| Le <or Tie »

Thus

|e[el (Bt+ BY ut — E(B+ Bo)” Mau]dB|
Us

‘

-1 (1-2a) lef]
< Myt® v(e) = [| uf L; —d|A|.13]

Io

That is,

[|e Petus - Ee5Mae. < Mst® we) A=29||luf||, for t > 0.

Therefore, for any a € [0,3) and w € (0,1), there exists a function denoted by vq :

(0, eo) — RT with v,(€) £20, such that

leet — Eee0 M,||¢(r.,poy < val(€)e >! for all t > 0.

To conclude the proof, observe that Remark 5.1, implies the existence of a constant K such
that

| Peet — e™ A" M, || £(Lemrza(q)) = |Pee™= PeEee™0 M|| £1. 120 (2)
< Pell eeemallet = Bee Mel zp. Le) (6.9)

< Klle4 — Beem M,|| £(r.,Lo)-
OJ

Corollary 6.2. Suppose 0 < a < £ and u Lu. Then there is a function v : (0, €] —
2

RY, v(e) 90, such that

|eAus — Eel, < v(e)e™* for all t > 0. (6.10)

Proof. Adding an appropriate term we have

lle Aus — Eee™|| 0 < [leu — Bee Mouf| pe + || Eee™" (Meus — u) ||e-
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Let us observe that Mu — u = M, (u® — E.u). Hence, we have

Le-Meu = lls, < 22 uf — Beal
9o

Consequently, the result follows from Theorem 6.1 and u* Ls 1, [7]

7. UPPER SEMICONTINUITY OF ATTRACTORS

Let f : R — R be a C>function with bounded derivatives satisfying the dissipative
property (1.3) and let Q¢ be the perturbed domain defined in (4.2).

In the previous section, we have studied the asymptotic behavior of the linear parts of the
problem

5? € i 2, .€

w= TU LOW eo pw) in Q°

Jus 1 ous“ Ni +
ou

N;=0 on 0Q°
oxy €2 Oza

under the degenerated perturbation Q¢ and we have proved a result on the continuity of
the linear semigroups, Theorem 6.1 and Corollary 6.2. In this section, we show that the
attractors A. of the nonlinear elliptic problem are upper semicontinuous with respect to
this perturbations. To this end, we relate the continuity of the linear semigroups with
the continuity of the nonlinear semigroups for dissipative parabolic equations by using the
variation of constants formula. This in turn will imply the upper semicontinuity of the
attractors. See also [1], [4], [8] and [19] for other examples that use a similar technique.

1

3, and let u® € L. satisfying

Jule. <C (7.2)

Theorem 7.1. Suppose 0 < a <

for some positive constant C' independent of €.

Then, for each T > 0, there exists a function Uy : (0, €) — RT, D4(e€) 9 0, such that

|T.(t)u® — ETo(t) Meus|| Le < 7, (eehet (7.3)

for allt € (0,7).
Moreover, the family of attractors {A. : € € [0,€]} of the problem (7.1) is upper semi-

continuous at € = 0 in L* for 0 < a < 1/2, in the sense that

sup inf {|l¢° — Ecol Le H] — 0, ase — 0. (7.4)
peEA. peAo )

Consequently there exists a constant K independent of € such that

|P.T.(t)u¢ — To(t) Meuf|| grag) < Ki, (e)e>? (7.5)

for allt € (0,7) and all 0 < a < 3. Also,

sup | inf {||P— ole} | — 0, ase — 0. (7.6)
peed, LEAD
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Proof. We use the variation of constants formula on the integral formulation
i

Titus = gy +f e~A(=9) f(T. (s)uc) ds for all € € [0,1].
0

Consequently
I Te(t)ue — ETo(t) Mull< [leu — Ee” Mouf|| Lo

t

+f [|e A=) F(T. (s)us) — Bee™ 0%) f(Ty(s) Meus) || Lads.
0

It follows from (6.10) that there exist €g > 0 and v : (0, €] — RT, v = 0, such that
le=4<" — Ee9" M,|| £(pe,1ey < v(€)e™t*" for t > 0.

Furthermore, we have

/lem) FT (Ju) — Bue) f(Ty(s) Ma)ds
< [le 4-0) _ Bem) F(T(s)u) ods

+ [ || Eee) (Mf (Tulse) - f (Tos) Me) || Leds.
0

Since u¢ satisfies (7.2) for € > 0, we have that {f(T.(s)u‘) € L. : s € [0,t]} is uniformly
bounded. Hence, we obtain by Theorem 6.1 that there exists a constant M = M (7, C') such
that

t/ I (ate) _ Eee0M) f(T. (s)u")|ds
0

t

< [ salee-ote - 8° F(Tu(s)u)|ods
< Mug (e)t*! for all t € (0,7).

Also, if L denotes the uniform Lipschitz constant of the Niemitskii operator defined by
C?-function f, we use E.f = fE. and ME. = I to get

/ Bee) (Mf (Tulse) = F(Tols) Meu) ) ods
0

— /||Bete (Mf (Tu(s)u) = ME (To(s) Mr) ) [ods
0

= [ [BaE-8 1, (F(Ts)u) - F(ETo(s) Maw) || Lads
0

< [PNB IMee - 8) L|Tu(s)u — ETo(s) Mor] ce.
Hence, we obtain

T(t)u — ETo(t) Mut) Le < (1+ M)vg(e)t*?
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t

+p || Ee|| || Mel Lf (t — 5)" “e“*|| Te(s)u’ — ETo(s) Meus) || pods.
0

If we put ¢(t) := e*t | T.(t)ut — ETo(t) Meus|| a, we have

ot) < (1+ Mva(e)t™ + p|| El [M.]| L / (t — 8)~%(s) ds on(0,7).
Thus, due to Gronwall’s Inequality from [18, Exercise 4* of the Section 7.1], we get the

inequality (7.3) from
p(t) < Kvp(e)t®™

where K = K (M,C, p, L,7,||Ec||, || M||) is a constant.
To obtain the upper semicontinuity of the attractors A, we observe first that by the

uniform L*°(2) bounds of the attractors, proved in [?, Theorem 2.6], we have

U M.A,
0<e<ep

is a bounded set in L>(0,1). It follows from attractivity properties of Ag that, for a fixed

n > 0, there exists a 7 > 0 such that

distrg (T(7) Mp, Ao) = inf |T(T) Mp — lle <n Vo € Acand 0 <e<¢€
peAo

that is,
distze (ET (T)Mep, EA) <n Vo € A. and 0 < € < ¢.

Hence, due to (7.1) with ¢ = 7, we have that there exists e; > 0 such that

|T(7)p — ET (T)Mepf||Le <n Vo € Acand 0 <€ < ¢€;.

Therefore
diste (Te(T)9%, Echo) <n Vp € Ac and 0 Se < €;.

Since A. is invariant, we get

distze (¢°, EcAo) <n Vp € Acand 0 < € < €.
Now we can argue as (6.9) to obtain (7.5) and (7.6).
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